Cellulose Nanowhisker (CNW)/Graphene Nanoplatelet (GN) Composite Films With Simultaneously Enhanced Thermal, Electrical and Mechanical Properties
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Transparent cellulose nanowhisker (CNW)/graphene nanoplatelet (GN) composite films were produced via sonication mixing and solution casting methods. Such composite films exhibited improved thermal, electrical and mechanical properties. The material morphologies and microstructures were examined using scanning electronic microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis and Raman spectroscopy. Strong interaction was detected when CNWs were randomly attached onto graphene sheets, as evidenced by SEM images obtained in this study. In particular, the addition of GNs into CNWs had significant effect on the thermal behavior of composite films. The melting temperature ($T_m$) and initial thermal decomposition temperature ($T_{id}$) of CNW films were both increased by 23.2, 29.3, 26.3°C, and 70.2, 88.4, 87.8°C with the inclusions of 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 wt% GNs, respectively. The electrical conductivity of composite films was enhanced in a monotonically increasing manner with the maximum level of 4.0 × 10⁻⁵ S/m detected at the GN content of 0.5 wt%. Their tensile strength was also improved by maximum 33.7% when increasing the GN content up to 0.25 wt% as opposed to that of CNW films. Such CNW/GN composite films can be potentially used in green anti-static and electronic packaging applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Cellulose is one of the most widely used polymers in nature with the annual production of approximately 5 × 10¹¹ tons on earth (Yuan et al., 2015). Cellulose nanowhiskers (CNWs) are generally extracted from natural cellulose-based materials including plants, bacteria, and sea creatures by using hydrolysis methods. It is sized by several nanometers to a few tens of nanometers in diameter and several 100 nm in length. CNWs possess high elastic modulus, large aspect ratios and surface areas, and are generally deemed as ideal reinforcing fillers in polymer composites. Being a natural nanosized polymer, CNWs can be manufactured into different multifunctional composite materials. In view of the wide applications of CNWs, it has been demonstrated that CNWs are
considered as one of the most important material components in waste water treatment (Carpenter et al., 2015; Karim et al., 2016), drug delivery (Jackson et al., 2011), electronic devices (Li and Lee, 2017), energy storage (Xing et al., 2019), food packaging (Li F. et al., 2015), etc. Jiang et al. (2015) reported that the UV-blocking ratios of nanocellulose/6wt% ZnO transparent composite films reached 97.8% and 99.1% at the wavelengths of 300 and 225 nm, respectively. Zhan et al. (2018) successfully prepared UV-induced and self-cleanable nanocellulose/TiO2 composite membranes in possession of effective separation for various surfactant-stabilized emulsions with high oil rejection over 99.5%. Sadasivuni et al. (2016) demonstrated ultra-flexibility and high-level NO2 sensitivity of iron oxide @ cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) composites. On the other hand, Meulendijks et al. (2017) and Droog et al. (2011) proved that CNW/Ag composites had good electrical conductivity and antibacterial feature. As far as green materials and environmental sustainability are concerned, CNWs are gradually gaining more popularity in the development of functional nanomaterials.

Cellulose films are well known as a potential substrate/matrix for conductive materials due to its renewability, biodegradability and flexibility (Du et al., 2017; Agate et al., 2018). Because CNWs have excellent film formability and affinity with conductive polymers, they are widely used as CNW-based conductive ink (LATONEN et al., 2017), sensors (Mahadeva et al., 2011; Esmaeili et al., 2015) and capacitors (Liew et al., 2013; Jose et al., 2019) when incorporated into conductive polymers (He et al., 2019). Carbon-based nanomaterials are functional nanofillers such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene, which can be used for cellulosic materials when considering their extraordinary material properties including but not limited to electrical conductivity, mechanical strength and modulus, electromagnetic-shielding effectiveness and capacity. Yamakawa et al. (2017) reported a high electrical conductivity of 1.05 S/m, good mechanical properties such as high Young’s modulus of 10.1 GPa and tensile strength of 173.4 MPa, as well as a low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) at 5 ppm/K. Pang et al. (2015) fabricated multifunctional cellulose/CNT composite papers using a filtration method. At the CNT contents of 10–71 wt% in the frequency range of 175–1,600 MHz, it was detected that such papers yielded an electrical conductivity of 9.9–216.3 S/m along with good electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding effectiveness (SE) at 15–45 dB. In addition, these composite papers with the inclusion of 50 wt% CNTs possessed the capacitance of 46 F/g at a scan rate of 5 mV/s, reversible discharge capacity of 474.0 mAh/g when they were taken as an anode current collector for lithium ion battery (Pang et al., 2015). Dichiara et al. (2017) indicated that the addition of hydroxyl-functionalized CNTs with pre-absorbed alkali lignin gave rise to the improvement of dry and wet strengths of cellulose fibers along with good sensitivity of humidity. On the other hand, Ko et al. (2019) utilized a solution casting method to fabricate methyl cellulose/50 wt% CNT composite papers with a much higher electrical conductivity of 15.9 S/cm and better bending durability as opposed to those of graphene and indium tin oxide (ITO). Gnanaseelan et al. (2018) suggested cellulose/single-walled CNT (SWCNT) composite films should be considered as a promising thermoelectric material owing to their relatively high power factors when compared with those of other insulating polymer/CNT composites. In comparison with fiber-like CNTs, 2D graphene sheets could be a better nanofiller alternative, as evidenced by greatly improved tensile strength by 93% and significantly enhanced electrical conductivity by 10 folds in bacterial cellulose/graphene composite papers (Luo et al., 2019). More recently, Zhan et al. (2019) produced highly conductive cellulose nanofibrils/20 wt% exfoliated graphene composite films with a remarkable electrical conductivity of 568 S/m along with excellent mechanical properties including tensile strength of 389 MPa, elastic modulus of 8.0 GPa and elongation at break of approximately 20%. The associated multifunctional properties of cellulose composites are summarized in Table 1 accordingly.

Table 1

Experimental work

Materials

Industrial flax linens as raw materials were purchased from Xuyi Textile Material Co. Ltd (Ningbo, China) for CNW extraction.
Graphene nanoplatelets (GNs) were supplied in powder form by Sichuan Jinlu Group Co., Ltd, Deyang, China. GNs consist of 5–8 layers based on single graphene sheet. Their lateral size is around 10–20 μm, and the atomic ratio between C and O elements is 80–100. All other used chemicals including uranyl acetate, sodium hydroxide, concentrated sulfuric acid, glacial acetic acid, toluene, ethanol and hydrogen peroxide were obtained from Shenyang Dongbao Company (Shenyang, China) without modification.

### Preparation of CNWs

CNWs were isolated from bleached flax yarns by using a sulfuric acid method, as previously reported (Liu et al., 2010). The yarns were heated in 60 wt% sulfuric acid for 1 h at 55°C, which was followed by consecutive dilution and washing processes repeatedly in a centrifuge tube until the supernatant is neutral. The aqueous suspension of CNWs was stored in a fridge for the further experimental use.

### Preparation of CNW/GN Composite Films

GNs were added in suspension of 0.5 wt% CNWs at the GN contents of 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 wt%. The homogeneous aqueous dispersion of GN/CNW mixture was obtained by ultrasonicating (KH-1600TDE, Kunshan, China) graphene powders and CNWs in deionized water at a frequency of 80 kHz and an electrical power of 1,600 W until the uniform dispersion was obtained. The GN aggregates were broken up into GN sheets and became stabilized in CNW suspensions. CNW/GN composite films were successfully prepared by casting the mixture onto a plastic petri dish, which was followed by water evaporation at ambient temperature. Final composite films were peeled off from the petri dish after being dried under the ambient condition, which were denoted as “CNWs/0.1 GNs,” “CNWs/0.25GNs,” and “CNWs/0.5GNs” at the GN contents of 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 wt%, respectively in the following result section.

### Characterization Methods

The morphology of CNWs was characterized using a transmission electron microscope (TEM, Philips CM 12, Holland) with an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. The aqueous CNW suspension was diluted to be 0.1g/L. A droplet of such suspension was dropped onto a copper grid covered with a carbon film. The samples were then stained with 2.0 wt% solution of uranyl acetate for 1 min prior to TEM observation.

The morphologies of CNW/GN composite films were observed on a field emission scanning electron microscope (JSM-6301F) at the accelerating voltage of 10 kV. The samples were sputter coated with gold about 10–20 nm in thickness prior to SEM observation. On the other hand, the photographs of CNW/GN composite films were recorded with a digital camera.

The electrical conductivity was measured by using a Keithley electrometer model 2000 (USA). Two round copper disks were used as the electrodes and their surfaces were polished and spread with silver paste in order to warrant good contact with the testing films. Volume resistance (R) was measured and the resistivity ρ was calculated as follows:

\[
\rho = \frac{RS}{t} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{\rho} \quad (2)
\]

where \(t\) is the film thickness in cm, \(S\) is the circular area of the film in \(\text{cm}^2\), and subsequently corresponding electrical conductivity \(\sigma\) in \(\text{S/m}\) was calculated according to Equation (2).

Thermal behavior of films was studied using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA Q500, TA instruments, USA) and TA differential scanning calorimetry (DSC Q20, TA instruments, USA). Each sample weighing approximately 5 mg was heated from 50 to 800°C at a heating rate of 20°C/min for TGA while heated from 50 to 400°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min for DSC. Both thermal analyses were conducted under nitrogen atmosphere to prevent any thermoxidative degradation.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filler/Content</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 wt% ZnO</td>
<td>Pressure extrusion &lt;br&gt;Vacuum-drying</td>
<td>UV blocking ratios of 97.79% and 99.13% for wavelengths of 300 and 225 nm</td>
<td>Jiang et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>Filtration &lt;br&gt;Vacuum-drying</td>
<td>Self-cleanable, high oil rejection over 99.5%</td>
<td>Zhan et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>In situ synthesis</td>
<td>NO₂ sensitivity: ppm level</td>
<td>Sadasivuni et al., 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>In situ synthesis</td>
<td>Minimum inhibitory concentration: E. coli strain: 2.7 μg/mL; S. Aureus strain: 5.4 μg/mL</td>
<td>Droge et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 wt% multi-walled&lt;br&gt;CNTs (MWCNTs)</td>
<td>Filtration</td>
<td>Electrical conductivity: 1.05 S/cm</td>
<td>Yamakawa et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–71 wt% CNTs</td>
<td>Filtration</td>
<td>Electrical conductivity: 9.9–216.3 S/m &lt;br&gt;EMI SE: 15–45 dB &lt;br&gt;Capacitance: 46 F/g @ 50 wt% CNTs</td>
<td>Pang et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 wt% GNs</td>
<td>Oven drying</td>
<td>Electrical conductivity: 568 S/cm</td>
<td>Zhan et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction measurements were performed using a Rigaku D/max 2500PC diffractometer equipped with Cu Kα radiation (wave length $\lambda = 1.54$ Å) at 50 kV and 300 mA in the 2$\theta$ range of 5–50° with a step interval of 0.02° to study the influence of GNs on the crystalline structures of CNWs.

Raman spectroscopic measurement (JY Labram HR 800 spectrometer) was carried out to characterize the characteristic peaks of GNs at the wavelength of 632.8 nm under a laser power of 2.5 mW with 6 accumulations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Morphological Structures

Morphology of CNWs

CNWs used in this study were hydrolyzed with sulfuric acid. Figure 1 demonstrates the TEM image of CNWs along with their aqueous suspensions at the CNW concentrations of 0.2 g/L (left) and 2 g/L (right). It is clearly seen that CNWs can be categorized as a nanosized polymer in rod shape with their diameter and length of approximately 30 and 500 nm, respectively. At the low CNW concentration about 0.2 g/L, their aqueous suspensions appear to be transparent similar to water. Whereas, with increasing the CNW concentration, milky colored suspensions gradually become evident. CNW dispersion in water is very stable because of their hydrophilicity and negatively charged surfaces with sulfate groups. As such, CNWs can be potentially used as the dispersant for other nanomaterials. The surface charges can be evaluated by Zeta potential, which means that the higher the potential, the more stable the dispersion is. It is one of the most vital factors for dispersing graphene aggregates (Ma et al., 2017). The CNW films display high transparency, as evidenced by letters to form “CNWs film” underneath such films to be clearly seen in Figure 1. In fact, Yamakawa et al. (2017) confirmed that transparent CNW films could be regarded as the green matrix for electrodes.

Morphology of CNW/GN Composites

The cross sectional images of CNW/GN composites after surface fracture were observed under a scanning electron microscope, as depicted in Figure 2. Such composite films are densely packed in the film thickness direction, and there are no obvious gaps detected on fracture surfaces despite no applied pressure in the preparation process of films. Apparently, all composite films

![FIGURE 1](image-url) | TEM images of dispersed CNWs at the concentration of 0.2 g/L (inset: aqueous CNW suspensions at the CNW concentrations of 0.2 and 2 g/L on the top left and right, respectively, and transparent film on the bottom right).
appear to mainly comprise randomly oriented CNWs that are closely packed together due to the hydrogen bonding to generate typical layered structures. Many bright dots on SEM images are visible, and can be considered as the tips of individual CNWs. Meanwhile, some shell sheet-like structures become quite evident, indicating good bonding taking place among CNWs alone.

It is not easy to identify GNs particularly in CNW/GN composites at the GN contents of 0.1 and 0.25 wt% shown in Figures 2A,B, respectively, which may be ascribed to very uniform GN dispersion in CNW matrices with good interfacial adhesion. When the GN content increases up to 0.5 wt%, GN aggregates in CNW/GN composites appear to be more visible, as marked by red dash frames in Figures 2C,D. The lateral size of dispersed GNs is estimated to be 2–5 \textmu m, which is relatively small when compared to that of as-received GN powders, possibly arising from the disintegration effect during the ultrasonication treatment in material preparation. It is worth noting that thin graphene sheets that are marked with red dashed triangular and rectangular frames in Figure 2D may fall off on the cross sectional surfaces of composites during the surface fracture process.

The transparent feature of neat CNW films shown in Figure 1 can be associated with smaller sizes of nanowhiskers than visible wavelength. With increasing the GN content, the color of composite films becomes much darker as expected despite still having good transparency even for composite films reinforced with 0.5 wt% GNs. The transparency of GNs depends primarily on their layered structures. According to Zhu et al. (2014), monolayer graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) can achieve very high light transmittance of 97.4% at the normal incidence when the light wavelength of 550 nm
is used. Furthermore, the more number of layers, the lower transmittance is obtained (Zhu et al., 2014). This work clearly proves that the addition of small amounts of GNs can improve the material properties of CNWs without undermining their film transparency.

**Thermal Properties**

CNWs are well known as a semi-crystalline polymer with a degree of crystallinity in range of 54–88% (Moon et al., 2011). DSC curves in relation to CNW films and CNW/GN composite films are demonstrated in Figure 3A. The melting region of CNWs is quite narrow and sharp, which infers their perfect crystalline structures and a narrow range of molecular weight. The \( T_m \) of CNWs has been determined to be 209.6\(^\circ\)C, which appears to be much lower than that of microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) at 358\(^\circ\)C elsewhere (Trache et al., 2014). Such a far lower melting point of CNWs is attributed to their small size and the reduction in molecular weight resulting from the hydrolysis process. As illustrated in Figure 3A, when increasing the GN content from 0.1 to 0.25 wt\%, the \( T_m \) values of composite films are enhanced from 232.8 to 238.9\(^\circ\)C despite a slight decline to 235.9\(^\circ\)C at the further increasing GN content of 0.5 wt\%, which is still higher than that of neat CNW films at 209.6\(^\circ\)C. The significant increase in \( T_m \) by more than 20\(^\circ\)C has been rarely reported in other polymer/graphene composites with only a minor increase in \( T_m \) (O’Neil et al., 2014). Such a greatly enhanced \( T_m \) level may benefit directly from strong interaction between CNWs and well dispersed rigid GNs that can restrict the molecular chain mobility of CNWs.

In addition to the remarkable increase in \( T_m \), typical degradation temperature of CNWs can also be enhanced with the addition of GNs when characterized by the thermal stability generally applied to assorted polymers in practical applications. Extracted CNWs using sulfuric acid generally exhibit low initial decomposition temperature (\( T_{id} \)) when incorporated with sulfate groups (Roman and Winter, 2004). As seen in Figures 3B,C, CNWs possesses the \( T_{id} \) of only 148.3\(^\circ\)C, which is much lower than that of mechanically disintegrated cellulose nanofibers in range of 270–295\(^\circ\)C (Okahisa et al., 2018). In comparison, with increasing the GN contents from 0.1, 0.25 to 0.5 wt\%, the \( T_{id} \) values of CNW/GN composites are increased substantially by 66.4, 78.6, and 87.4\(^\circ\)C, respectively. This phenomenon results from the typical retardant effect of GNs on the cleavage of glycosidic linkages of cellulose. It also confirms the existing strong interactions between CNWs and GNs, which has not yet

![](image.png)
been identified in other polymer/graphene composites. More surprisingly, the residual weight of CNWs exceeds those of all CNW/GN composites at 800°C, which can be ascribed to a large number of free end chains during the acid-hydrolysis process (Soňa et al., 2016). Such end chains have been proven to decompose at a lower temperature (Staggs, 2006) leading to an increase in the char yield of CNCs (Piskorz et al., 1989). Moreover, sulfate groups on CNW surfaces in the acid-hydrolysis process may work as flame retardants (Roman and Winter, 2004). Furthermore, Shimizu et al. (2019) also reported the thermal decomposition temperature of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl radical (TEMPO)-mediated oxidized cellulose nanofiber films decreased from 220°C to 182–202°C with increasing the alkyl chain length of quaternary alkyl ammonium (QAs).

Maximum weight loss rate \( W_{\text{rmax}} \) as a function of temperature can be determined in differential thermogravimetry (DTG) curves of CNW/GN composite films, (Figure 3D). There are three typical characteristic DTG peaks detected in composite films. Apparently, the temperature for maximum weight loss rate \( T_r \) shifts to higher temperature levels from 162.5 to 273.4°C when increasing the GN contents from 0 to 0.5 wt%. The other two \( T_r \) of composite films can be positioned in temperature ranges of 220–270°C and 330–370°C, which presents a similar temperature-increasing tendency with increasing the GN content. Nonetheless, \( W_{\text{rmax}} \) values of composite films are in range of 0.8–1.0%/°C, which exceed that of neat CNW films at 0.56%/°C, thus leading to lower weight residues at the finish temperature of 800°C.

The relatively low \( W_{\text{rmax}} \) identified in neat CNW films is associated with their higher char yield in this case (Piskorz et al., 1989). Such results have good agreement with the TGA measurements accordingly. Overall, typical thermal parameters determined in this study are listed in Table 2. The existence of sulfate on side chains seems to greatly affect thermal behaviors of CNWs, as evidenced by Ma et al. (2017) suggesting that CNWs under sulfation treatment had \( T_m \) and \( T_{id} \) values increased by more than 46 and 48°C, respectively.

There is a significant increase in thermal parameters of CNW/GN composites at very low GN contents of 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 wt%, arising from strong interactions between GN fillers and CNW matrices, which is supported by other studies on 2D materials such as boron nitride (BN) and graphene nanosheets (Li Y. et al., 2015). Under the SEM observation displayed in Figure 4, one can clearly see the absorption of CNWs on GN sheets in CNW/GN composites at the GN content of 0.5 wt%. Since cellulose is an amphiphilic polymer, the presence of polar group –OH enables to induce the hydrophilicity while the exposure of –CH moieties gives rise to its hydrophobicity instead. As such, CNWs may interact closely with GNs with dual hydrophobic-hydrophobic effect (Li F. et al., 2015). It has also been suggested that the bonding between CNTs and carboxymethyl cellulose could be due to the \( \pi-\pi \) interactions (Son and Park, 2018).

### TABLE 2 | Thermal parameters, tensile strain at break (\( \varepsilon \)), and electrical conductivity (\( \sigma \)) of CNW films and CNW/GN composite films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GN (wt%)</th>
<th>( T_m ) (°C)</th>
<th>( T_{id} ) (°C)</th>
<th>( \varepsilon ) (%)</th>
<th>( \sigma_1 ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( \sigma ) (S/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>209.6</td>
<td>143.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>232.8</td>
<td>213.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>( 2.5 \times 10^{-8} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>238.9</td>
<td>231.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>129.4</td>
<td>( 1.7 \times 10^{-7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>235.9</td>
<td>231.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>( 4.0 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Electrical Conductivity and Tensile Properties

Transparent and flexible CNW films show low thermal expansion coefficient, which makes them potentially used as packaging films or as substrates for flexible electronics (Yamakawa et al., 2017). The addition of GNs into CNW films increases the electrical conductivity and tensile strength, as shown in Figure 5. Neat CNW films as insulating materials undergoes measurement difficulty in electrical conductivity using our equipment, thus its value has not been reported in this study. The electrical conductivity of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibril (TOCN) reported by Zhan et al. (2019) was \( 4.8 \times 10^{-12} \) S/m, indicating typical insulating nature of cellulose films. However, electrical conductivity has been found to increase in range from \( 2.5 \times 10^{-8} \) to \( 4.0 \times 10^{-5} \) S/m with increasing the GN content from 0.1 to 0.5 wt% shown in Figure 5A, which is satisfied with the requirement of anti-static property (Steinert and Dean, 2009). Anti-static property is generally characterized by conductive material surfaces to reduce the static charge induced by internal insulating structures of materials. Our results are close to that of bacterial cellulose (BC)/reduced graphene oxide (RGO) composites at the electrical conductivity level of approximately \( 1.1 \times 10^{-4} \) S/m when the RGO content reaches 1.0 wt%, which is two-order higher than that of cellulose nanofiber/1.0 wt% MWCNT composite membranes at \( 10^{-6} \) S/m (Feng et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2019). Luong et al. (2011) reported an even higher conductivity value of \( 4.8 \times 10^{-4} \) S/m for amine-modified nanofibrillated cellulose/0.3 wt% RGO nanocomposite papers. All these results reveal the effective improvement in electrical conductivities of cellulose nanocomposites.

Tensile strengths of composite films are enhanced up to 105.1 and 129.4 MPa at the low GN contents of 0.1 and 0.25 wt%, respectively when compared with 96.8 MPa for neat CNW films, as depicted in Figure 5B. Conversely, tensile strength of composites declines to 98.2 MPa when incorporated with 0.5 wt% GNs as a result of the inhomogeneity of GN dispersion and typical GN aggregation at relatively high filler content levels. The tensile strain at break for CNW films was determined to be very low at 1.4%. With increasing the GN content up to 0.5 wt%, the corresponding strains for their composites could be reduced modestly to 0.8% in a monotonic manner due to their more brittle nature with the inclusion of GNs as rigid fillers. The relevant data with respect to tensile strength, tensile strain at break and electrical conductivity of composite films are also summarized in Table 2. The reinforcing effect of GO and RGO can be more manifested owing to their abundant functional groups (Phiri et al., 2018). Very high tensile strength
FIGURE 4 | SEM images of CNW adsorption on GN sheets in CNW/GN composite films at the GN content of 0.5 wt%: (A) at low magnification of 20,000× and (B) at high magnification of 60,000×.

FIGURE 5 | Effect of GN content on (A) electrical conductivity and (B) tensile strength and tensile strain at break of CNW/GN composite films.

FIGURE 6 | Structural analysis of CNW films and CNW/GN composite films: (A) XRD patterns and (B) Raman spectra.
of nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC)/1.25 wt% graphene composites was obtained at 351 MPa by means of in-situ exfoliation of graphite into graphene sheets in the NFC solutions via the filtration methods (Malho et al., 2012).

**Structural Analysis**

The crystalline structures of CNW films and CNW/GN composite films are characterized by XRD and Raman spectroscopy, as illustrated in Figure 6. High crystalline characteristic of CNWs is evident since their amorphous components are broken down by concentration acid during the hydrolysis process. The characteristic diffraction peaks of composite films positioned at approximately 22.6° corresponding to the reflection of crystal plane (200), are quite broad due to smaller crystalline sizes of CNWs. There is no obvious diffraction of graphene seen in Figure 6A in CNW/GN composite films at GN contents of 0.1 and 0.25 wt%, which is believed to be associated with a small amount of uniformly dispersed GNs embedded in CNW matrices (Son and Park, 2018). A tiny peak positioned at 26.8° can be observed on the XRD pattern of CNW/GN composites at the GN content of 0.5 wt%, corresponding to an interlayer distance of 0.34 nm in relation to crystal plane (002). This shows a clear sign of GN aggregation in CNW matrices in good accordance with morphological structures observed earlier. With respect to Raman spectra, the characteristic peak of cellulose is located at 1,095 cm\(^{-1}\), which is consistent with Bulota et al. (2012). The characteristic peaks of GNs can be easily detected in Raman spectra with mainly three bands, namely G band at 1,578 cm\(^{-1}\), D band at 1,334 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2D band at 2,679 cm\(^{-1}\), as shown in Figure 6B. The vibration of \(sp^2\) carbon atoms yields the appearance of G band as the primary characteristic band of graphene. The disordered vibrational peak of graphene is generally considered as the existence of D band, which is used for characterizing structural defects in graphene samples with rather low intensity in the spectra of GNs. It is clearly indicated that GNs are less defective in this study. Similar to the XRD results, typical GN peak is also not visible until the GN content reaches 0.5 wt% again due to the inclusion of very small amounts of GNs between 0.1 and 0.25 wt%.

**CONCLUSIONS**

CNW/GN composite films at the small GN contents of 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 wt% were successfully prepared using solution casting, resulting in their high transparency, enhanced thermal, electrical and mechanical properties. Uniform GN dispersion in CNW matrices in composite films has been found at lower GN contents of 0.1 and 0.25 wt% as opposed to typical GN aggregation at the higher content level of 0.5 wt% along with the resulting decreased tensile strength of composites. The former case leads to the enhancement of tensile strengths of composite films from 96.8 to 129.4 MPa when increasing the GN content from 0 to 0.25 wt% owing to uniform GN dispersion mentioned earlier. GNs as rigid fillers can strongly restrict the molecular chain mobility of CNWs, thus improving the thermal properties of CNW/GN composite films, as evidenced by significantly enhanced \(T_m\) and \(T_{dg}\). More remarkably, electrical conductivities of composite films are increased by three orders with increasing the GN content from 0.1 to 0.5 wt%. In particular, at the GN content of 0.5 wt%, their electrical conductivity reaches \(4.0 \times 10^{-5}\) S/m with unique anti-static property. Such CNW/GN composite films with good transparency, high mechanical strength and flexibility, excellent thermal and electrical properties can be promising multifunctional materials when particularly targeting electronic applications.
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